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Abstract: This article presents an in-depth review of Virtual Power Plant (VPP), its organization in the energy system and its prospects in the face of the promising future of the increasing bidirectional complexity exposed in the current scenario. A new paradigm for the operations of modern power distribution and transmission systems requires greater grid flexibility that is accompanying an extensive change in the structure of electricity markets, the fruit of the development of the renewable industry and of the growing photovoltaic systems popularized, but in contrast due to the intermittent nature cause variable uncertainties in the power system. Innovative concepts like VPP are becoming a reality, establishing an efficient and effective mechanism. The objectives and components are described in a comprehensive way, and some of the most important are pointed out and presented in detail to contribute with a description of the energy systems and the implicit research needed for sustainability and resilience in the eminent energy scenario with this technology. In addition, the literature and studies of this technology already indicate a direction of this new tool as a promising solution to manage the uncertainties of the renewable energies.
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1. Introduction

With the gradual exhaustion of oil-based energy resources and major concern for the environment, alternatives such as renewable energy generation have been widely implemented in the networks, through government actions, especially in distribution. Two trends are determining the new energy supply: sharp increase in Distributed Generation (DG) and proliferation of renewable electricity generation.

From this, a relatively new concept of power generation and management, draws attention to the growing number of publications in recent years, since Distributed Energy Resources (DER) in the electricity grid strongly depends on their climatic conditions and is a reality that can no longer be forgotten or neglected, due to some types of auxiliary services that they can intervene, such as frequency and voltage regulation in the operation of a distributor. The network operators of the system need to evaluate the intermittent generation during the design and operation of new networks [1].

Coordinating the entire energy system has become a more complex issue with the entry of DERs, since integration is one of the main agents to make significant and significant changes within the energy distribution and transmission systems in a country, to establish an active and intelligent network, and faster service to the growth of demand for a deployment time lower than that of additions to centralized generation requires an active and efficient network that allows decisions to be made on the best way to operate in real time, the same In this way we mention the simultaneous reduction of energy costs and a significant reduction of the environmental impacts of traditional generation.
Therefore, Virtual Power Plant (VPP) meets this new reality, which is very attractive and needs careful and careful research to facilitate its implementation, where it increases the flexibility and controllability made possible by the embedded generation and the demand for DERs [2]. As a presentation of this concept is still new, many researchers and organizations deal with different definitions of VPPs, which sometimes suppress and sometimes overlap one another, so there is no unified definition respected in the literature. Different authors base their definitions on the physical system structure of a VPP, or on the structure of the control system or also on the purpose of the VPP [3]. However, the convergent definitions show that a VPP is an aggregation of DERs, controllable loads and possible storage devices, besides allowing access to national markets, and to provide energy and auxiliary services [2]. DERs are generally used to displace the power of conventional power plants, but not to displace their capacity, since they are not yet visible to system operators to own an organization and have similar technical and commercial characteristics as a unit generation center [4].

VPP will bridge this barrier by providing visibility and control of system operators and market agents for DERs by providing an appropriate technical and business interface between these system components. Getting better and better use, since a large part is near the centers of consumption and the operators of the system can benefit from the optimized use of all the possible available capacity connected to the network. VPP presents itself as a solution with high reliability and lower cost, using an important tool that is the scheduling of DERs [5] and controllable demand have the opportunity to participate in the real-time operation of transmission and distribution networks, possibly bypass the problem of inherent fluctuation and the intermittence of the DERs where they can deteriorate the stability and safety of the electrical networks. It allows the coherent central control and the coordinated integration of the market of several geographically dispersed electric energy sources in the national territory. At the same time, they share some characteristics similar to microgrid, such as the ability to integrate Demand Response (DR) systems, stores at distribution levels, however, there are some differences that are clarified in this work [2]. And for the implementation of this concept, the issue of Information Technology and Control (ICT) in an advanced measurement infrastructure (AMI) in the distribution network [6] is important.

Evaluating possible aggregations of future and small VPPs in a larger VPP, managing large-scale participation in the wholesale electricity market while simultaneously increasing security of the power system may be a solution, there are results that show the VPP providing such a reserve service, regardless of its role in the energy market [7]. Future networks are expected to accommodate thousands, if not millions, of distributed generators and flexible loads.

The article presents a systematic review that captured interesting insights and that was based on a set of works found in the literature for the different and different definitions of many authors and their components. For the work to have a better reading flow, a technique was used that contains a minimum set of evidence-based items for reports in systematic reviews and meta-analyses called Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA).

2. Literature Review of the Virtual Power Plant

This section explores the concept and structures of a VPP, its components, its advantages and disadvantages of the different methods presented by the literature. Its origin is from a structure previously called the Virtual Utility (VU) [8] where it allowed individual participants to provide highly efficient energy services to customers through virtualized sharing of their benefits [9], but over time had its an improved concept with the arrival of VPP, which focuses on the virtual aggregation of DERs and fundamentally has the composition of Distributed Generations (DGs), which may include conventional power plants in addition to intermittent units along with possible flexible loads and energy storage units, not only to be visible in the energy market, but also to be controllable for the system operator and can be competitively profitable in the electricity market. VPP will not be exclusive or unique, since it is necessary to guarantee the safe operation of the energy system, providing support services such as load monitoring, frequency regulation, voltage and reserves, so conventional power plants will be active, but this concept will make the most of DERs [11].
Note that there is a noticeable difference between microgrids and VPPs has to be clear in this article, because sometimes they can be confused because they seem the same, but they are not. Micro-networks still face regulatory and policy hurdles while VPPs can, for the most part, be implemented under current regulatory and tariff structures. Another notable difference is that Microgrids may be connected to the electrical system or disconnected, but VPP must always be connected. Storage can be present or not in VPPs but in microgrids they usually require some type of storage [5].

3. Virtual Power Plant components

We present the development of a topology for Virtual Power Plant in Figure 1 with establishing connections of information and variable energy resources, together with energy market, based on the expertise acquired through this review. We have investigated that VPP is similar, but not equal, to an Energy Internet (EI), which relies on remote control technology and core optimization [12] of power generation, through the creation of new systems providers and distributed energy sources that can cooperate together in the local area and are controlled by a central control entity. Therefore, improving the competitiveness of DERs in the electricity market becomes possible with applicability where a dual role unit, including producer and consumer, based on the direction of the energy exchanged with the main network, also includes the great potential to reduce the the need for auxiliary services of the existing assets in the distribution and transmission networks. VPPs can have several variations by the derivatives of the sets of different generators and non-renewable and renewable storage devices that may be integrated. Some can play an exclusively commercial role, bringing together the power output of several local units and introducing them to the market as a single entity, while others can perform a more technical operation, being able to adjust the production profile of their generator components or even provide ancillary services to the system.

Figure 1. The illustration of a proposed topology framework in a Virtual Power Plant
VPP is able to act directly in the market scenarios through the supply and demand of energy, thus improving system reliability, price fluctuations in the daily or real-time markets, can be used as an additional and effective DR-based mechanism in price to reduce or if necessary until transferring the load, besides following for hours regardless of the stochastic nature of its generation any unforeseeable unavailability. Its main components, commercial and technical [2], together with the others, will be detailed as follows:

3.1. Technical Virtual Power Plant (TVPP)

It is an essential component for the existence and functioning of a VPP, it is defined in a comprehensive way in many works, it takes into account the impact of the system on the aggregated profile of the RSD, besides the cost and the operational characteristics of the portfolio, DGs. TVPP works and communicates primarily at the distribution and transmission network level of the same geographic allocation [13], requires detailed knowledge of the local network to provide accurate results to provide the system operator with ancillary and balance services, ensures adequate operations of the DERs real-time management, energy flow management, and some other types of services. It receives and sends real-time information to VPP aggregator, continuously monitors network conditions, statistically analyzes and optimizes DER portfolio planning, and communicates with CVPP about contractual DERs and controllable loads [14]. The importance of TVPP is similar to that of a system operator, especially in the performance of the energy balance [15], usually based on the services required by the VPP operator. It presents visibility in the DERs for the system operator where it owns and collects integrated technical parameters, which contain static technical information and dynamic operations data. After completing its compulsory and contractual dispatch cycle, TVPP recalculates the exact output of each DERs and delivers the liquidated output to the CVPP for calculation and redistribution of profit.

TVPP is involved in managing the system and facilitates the management of local network restrictions, as well as aggregating the DERs to the appropriate local network parameters for presentation at the distribution or transmission level.

3.2. Commercial Virtual Power Plant (CVPP)

This component enables the entry of DERs into the energy market as if it were a conventional generator, in direct communication with TVPP it does not have to be limited to an electrical area. Its main and fundamental characteristics are the optimization and programming of aggregated DER units based on the demand of consumers and the expected generation potential of the DR resources [16], besides increasing access to the DGs market and reducing the risk of imbalance for diversity. Trading in the wholesale energy market is one of the main services provided by a CVPP.

The CVPP has profile aggregation and the output that represents the cost and operational characteristics of the DERs portfolio. Provides wholesale energy market negotiation services, negotiation balancing and service delivery to the national system operator (NSO). The CVPP considers the DERs as commercial entities in which they offer the price and quantity of energy they can provide, optimizing the economic use of the VPP portfolio for the electricity market based on anticipated requirements [17]. It presents forecast of production and consumption based on weather forecasting and demand profiles, as well as giving participation of DER units in the energy markets with maximization of the value of the participation of DER units in the energy markets.

TVPP and CVPP decide aspects of VPP and both are subordinate to each other, which means that concerns within the TVPP can force a change in the CVPP and vice versa for the functioning of both. However, the CVPP interacts directly with the energy market. The CVPP is operational in the energy markets and is responsible for passing information on the DER through TVPP.

3.3. VPP aggregator

It is an interlocutor between a set of installations and operations of the market that negotiate the aggregations of portfolios of diverse and geographically distributed sources between the networks
of distribution and transmission, through a provision of profile of production of energy. Its key feature is the reduction of error through knowledge of uncertainties, since for a commercial agent interested in selling energy, this expertise allows accurate forecasts of energy to be negotiated in the stipulated period of trade.

VPP Aggregator communicates directly and in real time with CVPP and TVPP to provide a power production profile. The process includes many details internally, such as algorithms for predicting and programming system components, considering their technical and economic specifications. You can group numbers of small or large generators to generate economies of scale in accessing markets. It is an intermediary between small or large consumers in the VPP system, and may have the storage capacity. It is responsible for balancing the entire system of a VPP as an energy supplier and purchaser of locally generated electricity.

3.4. Electricity Market

Currently each country has its own policies and structures in its electricity markets, some allow competitions in the generation and demand sectors to achieve efficiency and freedom of choice for customers, but market architectures are similar across the world. Generally, prices are relatively volatile due to the fact that there is a high mass penetration of a VPP into the system. Their entry into the electricity market would inject third parties with the market share of responsibility, supplying energy in auctions and conducting negotiations, as well as encouraging customers to participate in the electricity market within renewable energy, from consumers to prosumers.

Uncertainties are clearly presented in their economy because of the intermittent and time-varying characteristics that are exposed by the RSDs. The load demand which becomes a common problem in VPP optimization presents a seasonal behavior along with the appearance of electric vehicles, controllable loads. It is well known that the electricity market is in constant transformation since customers have the possibility to change their own use of energy. VPP enters the electricity market while maximizing profitability, flexibility and stability of the system generates significant gains for both stakeholders.

When it comes to the electricity market, operators appear in the following figures called Market Operators whose main function is to improve economic efficiency, system operators where they guarantee the reliability, stability and safety of the interconnected system and the green policies being adopted by many countries in which they increase the use of renewable energy sources.

The most cited and well-known electricity markets in the literature are divided into 4 established models where the first is the Next Day Market [19] presents its separation in central dispatch from the System Operator and has a settlement at a certain time for the next day’s operation, Competitive Bidding [20] and Bilateral Negotiation [21], the second model is Real-Time Balancing Market [22] has its transactions during the operational hour, third is Market for ancillary services [23] and the fourth called Common Market [7] which has its early settlement before the transaction.

3.5. Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)

They are electricity production or controllable loads that have great potential in the global energy sector and are either directly connected to a local distribution system or connected to an aggregating VPP within the system.

The DERs can include electric vehicles, wind power, biomass and biogas, production photovoltaics, prosumers, energy storage, fuel cell, flexible consumption (controllable / dispatchable loads), small power plants (gas turbines, diesels, etc.), among others.

In particular, in energy storage they adapt the variations of the energy demand to the given level of generation of energy.

3.6. Communication

Communication technologies and infrastructures have a bidirectional information system, so VPP not only receives information on the current state of each unit connected to it, but also, if
necessary, can send control signals to coordinate and control more dispersed power generators in the network, as if they worked as a single plant. The most common term for most researchers is Information Communication Technology (ICT). It is one of the most important requirements for the operation of a VPP [24], usually has all its system is deployed as an autonomous or cloud-based installation. All VPP components such as DERs, CVPP, TVPP and VPP aggregator have this communication infrastructure for the operation of daily operations [25].

The communication of a VPP is not free from cyber-attacks since the whole system is based on hierarchical architecture through protocols and encryptions, this would have serious consequences that affect services provided or functions provided by a VPP. However, there are companies and researchers developing reliable and secure methods to preserve the reliability, performance and safety of a VPP.

4. Literature Review

The review of the literature was based on the main and most important articles on the subject in question, the most important journals of the scientific area.

One of the most cited articles on the subject was published in 2017 titled Virtual Power Plant and System Integration of Distributed Energy Resources [2], in which it presents a technical and commercial solution through a case study using a flow algorithm power and characterization of VPP, their main collaboration is to present structure to provide integration of DERs in the energy systems. TVPP and CVPP were presented and demonstrated through this work. A presentation of a concept and architecture of a VPP [26] was presented later and had a main focus and dedication in the optimization of structure and operation.

We present an optimization algorithm to manage a VPP [27], which was based on a direct load control (DLC). Collaborated to reduce the load that the aggregator can present in the electricity market, the model was tested in a real system in the north of Spain to demonstrate its functionality. Similar to this a new power management system of a VPP is proposed in this work its optimal solution is calculated according to a new function, its results are proven through simulations of a realistic scenario [28].

Some important issues such as definition, concepts and their main components of functioning were identified in [29], but different from this review that presents a new component called VPP aggregator in the system.

The authors Mashhour and Moghaddas-Tafreshi write two different articles based on a work with different titles, one presents the formulation of the problem [30] and the other demonstrate their numerical analyzes [7]. The first one explains the bidding problem faced in a VPP and the second one demonstrates that a VPP may have a share in the energy market and can export power to the main network or the energy can be injected into the VPP.

Reliability is a concern at work [31] with the proposal of a new method to evaluate the reliability of active distribution systems with multiple microgrids is demonstrated, based on Monte Carlo simulation.

In the uncertainty generated by alternative sources, a [32] solution was proposed to increase the reliability of these intermittent renewable sources.

A new and improved universal active and reactive power flow controller for three-phase pulse width-modulated voltage source inverters operating at a VPP is presented in the work [33].

A distributed control strategy in a coordinated way so that its generators connected in the network can operate in a VPP in the distribution network [34], was created and tested in a network of distribution of 34 bars of IEEE standard.

In the evaluation on dispatch distributed in VPP systems [35] an optimized dispatch method based on a primal-dual sub-gradient algorithm was presented.

There is a certain tendency of the work to focus on algorithms that optimize the planning [36], an algorithm approach to optimize the thermal and electrical planning of a large-scale VPP (LSVPP) maximizing the daily profit.
In contrast to other studies [37], this approach to VPP must be interconnected and operate intelligently and this must happen in a way that the time is real, heuristic methods were used to solve the problem.

A method of coordinated control of a VPP is important, coordinated with multiple photovoltaic panels and loads that are controllable, the results were successfully validated through simulations [38].

A decision-tree-based methodology for a VPP, its main contribution was that the applied system can support the network in case of overfrequency [39].

The use of a flexible demand utilization method in the low voltage distribution system takes place in a thermal way, taking advantage of the building thermal mass to defer the energy consumption of electric space heating [40]. Control of this demand is controlled by a VPP.

It presents a solution to avoid the need for a possible forecast of demand or the price of electricity [41]. Its main contribution was to maximize benefits for consumers participating in a PPV.

Many uncertainties exist and the model [42] aborts the load and market price. Using GAMS software for the simulations, its main contribution was to aggregate the DERs in a simulation in order to behave like a VPP and still some strategies of the biddings of the consumers in the energy markets.

A new construction of a two-stage planning for short-term operation in a PPV is proposed [43]. Where the first stage aims to maximize profit and the second stage optimizes the dispatch based on predictive control.

Predictions of loads and uncertainties in power forecasts of a VPP [44] is presented using a LINGO software that adopts intermittent economic dispatching of the simulated power system.

The generation scheduling for a VPP is used [45] taking into account the cost of degradation of the energy storage system. Its main contribution is the use of mixed two-stage linear programming in a VPP to maximize expected profit.

The concept of VPP with integration in the energy market is the main contribution of this work together with the creation of an arbitration strategy for VPPs [46].

An approach over confined programming using fuzzy [47] for the daily scheduling of a VPP, the balance between economy and reliability in operating a VPP for a day in advance was successfully achieved.

Finding a solution to a problem of control and bidding of VPPs that have an impact on consumers and producers that have renewable energy generators and their inelastic demand, this work has the greatest contribution to the development of this strategy that can still supply the capacity of flexible resources thereby avoiding additional capital costs [48].

VPPs face major challenges in view of the varieties of uncertainties faced by distributed generations derived from renewable sources, this problem is solved in part using a two-stage stochastic programming, taking into account the uncertainties as well as markets for revolving reserves and real-time market [49].

A strategy of bidding the next day and once known this strategy was used in real-time scheduling for each hour [50]. VPP in this scenario is a price taker in addition to having a power storage facility participating as a VPP in the markets.

Market-oriented, the price proposal of VPPs are stipulated by the corporation connected in the network. The prices solve the problem through calculations applying information fusion algorithms, and the proof of the methodology was given through a database of energy from the north of China [51].

The main objective of this strategy is to maximize profit. Its main contribution is to associate the variability of risks and uncertainties associated with VPP, which has been incorporated in this case.

A formulation of the requirements for the functionality of a VPP, following the compliments of state-of-the-art techniques for this. A methodology was applied in the communication architecture IEC 61850 and control in a SCADA to prove its functionality [53].

Analysis of multiple VPPs, aiming at unified management through a controller. It took into account factors on the demand side and present and simulate the two dispatch models of a VPP [20].
Trends in network asset management and new processes [54], and in the work that the role of the distribution system operator (DSO). One study [55] described a study on the implementation of a PPV.

A centralized VPP dispatch model [16] is introduced to improve the competitiveness of distributed energy resources in the electricity market. Its algorithm presents a topology that considers the uncertainties.

Solution with a scheduling model, where resources can be distributed in a transactional energy structure where risk can be extinguished through this proposal [56].

A stochastic formulation to work with bidding for a micro VPP maximized its profit [57]. The uVPP will provide ancillary services, so end customers will have greater possibilities of choosing their suppliers.

Optimizing bids on the market the next day based on real-time data in a VPP to maximize profit. He used fuzzy optimization in his presented problem [58].

An active distribution market demonstrates effectiveness in the method and its contribution to VPPs, μVPPs send price offers, power offers and reserve resources to the operator [59].

Collaborative approach among VPPs [60], where they approach negotiation and cooperation tactics among themselves, their main contribution was to use mixed linear programming to solve the problem. Different from this work, article [61] addresses a strategy of offering a VPP in the real-time and next-day Energy Market, took into account the uncertainty in wind energy production.

In a mathematical way, a model for solving the energy tendering problem of a VPP [62] was presented, given the sources of renewable energies, the uncertainties due to these generations, are also added. The use of the intraday demand response exchange market that improves energy management.

A search algorithm that was tested in a 14-bar IEEE system to control distributed generators and loads in a VPP [63]. Its main contribution to this article was the development of an optimal scheduling controller that controls and coordinates the energy flows in a PPV. In another work the authors [64] developed a real-time algorithm for aggregating energy resources in a VPP, the main contribution was to look for variables in time to solve multi-period optimization problems.

Negotiations between VPPs through regional contracts, where their main focus is the maximization of the opportunities to commercialize energy in the medium term, the main contribution of the work was to prove by means of a case study the proposed model [65].

A formulation [66] through a decision-making tool tending to maximize profit as a goal. Its main contribution was to use non-parametric connections.

Voltage regulation along a line using the VPP model [67] using demand and generation modeling with respective weights.

Decision making for the best strategy for the management of a VPP in a day [68] is made present in this article.

In order to reduce the error [69] that the forecast generates, a static and dynamic aggregation methodology was used.

A mixed integer linear programming model with focus on the planning of the operation considering several factors that allow to evaluate the current options of technological flexibility available in the networks [70].

Solution of two specific problems which has been solved with the development of distributed algorithms [71].

It analyzes the implemented implementations and their challenges, and reports how new technologies directly impact the development of their villages [72].

A case study in Iran shows that the definition is a programming unit containing loads and generations located in an industrial network where they consider the scheduling under normal operating conditions and contingencies [73].

The concepts and applications in the real world [74] of a VPP were addressed, in addition to their challenges. This paper discusses how important it is to apply the VPP concept to manage the system as a whole, thereby lowering costs.
The investment made in systems with storage can be recovered when used in conjunction with a VPP [75].

Model for solving dispatches for a VPP, optimizing profits and somehow working with variables of uncertainty [76].

Challenges in implementation provides and evaluates a set of policies by different stakeholders. It already clarifies the possibility of different agents such as load aggregators and VPP [77].

A discussion is presented in this paper, showing the points of view of the two structures to identify how important uncertainty, reliability, reactive power, control, emission, stability and demand response are.

The simulation of an IEEE30 bus system considering the proposed method to dribble the influence of the uncertainty generated by the generation sources [79].

A scheduling model that works effectively with regard to the improbabilities that the system of a VVP has and its result provides more regulation capacity for the system [80].

The work with the tool called actor network theory (ANT) where it is a valuable and necessary resource when dealing with digital innovations in the case of VPP [81], taking into account the new communication technologies.

The scenario-based and model-supported analysis has determined the economic performance of a scenario-based VPP by 2030 [82].

Several optimization algorithms to manage the distribution network and as a result we have a functional and effective control strategy where it is clear the importance of the concept of a VPP for the management of electrical energy of the system [83] are discussed in this work.

The article shows how important is the implementation of high-efficiency equipment, together with the use of a PPV aiming at the benefit the power plants and encouraging the participation of users.

VPP is an alternative to overcome the uncertain variables that the renewable energy sources add to the system, the article implements in the problem an imperialist competitive algorithm [85].

The arrival of high technology in the energy industry has brought about, facing some of the reported problems of non-technical losses in addition to tracing a consumer pattern, explain that there are still some points to be studied such as data security and privacy 86.

The article shows how important is the implementation of high-efficiency equipment, together with the use of a PPV aiming at the benefit the power plants and encouraging the participation of users.

In the article Risk-averse formulations and methods for virtual power plant [88], we worked with the comparison of two programming methodologies to see how much more effective the use of a VPP.

Researches employ diversified sources of generation in VPPs in order to reduce the aggregate risk inherent in the intermittency generated by renewable energy, allowing a better return on assets, increasing the expected return [89]. There are several discussions of several new models of the literature on distributed energy systems and their relationships [90]. Some use two scenarios to construct the stochastic programming model [91] in a VPP.

The work the medium-term coalition-forming model of heterogeneous DERs for a commercial virtual power plant [21] applied stochastic programming in the problem of mixed integer programming for decision making in the medium-term energy trade.

Concepts of obtaining profits in the wholesale energy market by a methodology that has lower computational load compared to other methods [92] are presented in this work.

A Two-Stage Increase-Decrease Algorithm To Optimize Distributed Generation In a Virtual Power Plant has taken into account the generation cost involved for developing the algorithm where it has been tested effectively [93].

On maximizing profits under the market model using two-level optimization for the work operation [94] clarifies this point.

The paper Day-ahead resource scheduling of a renewable energy based virtual power plant [95] used a probabilistic model to model the uncertainties in a generic VPP.
Energetic communities for community energy: A review of key issues and trends shaping integrated community energy systems [96] addresses a modern development to reorganize local energy systems to integrate energy resources.

In the work [12] key concepts like prosumer, microgrid, VPP, smart grid and smart energy are introduced and explored from the perspective of big energy data analysis.

The article Geographic routing protocol for the deployment of virtual power plant within the smart grid [97] effectively demonstrates the use of an ant colony optimization algorithm together for effective delivery of VPP data packets.

A system with hierarchical management structures for the integration of the distribution system with four types of agents [98] is presented.

This work presents [99] an algorithm that considers uncertainties under three objective functions and that uses the response demand to be able to smooth the demand load curve.

Adequate method that encourages members of distributed generations to have an accurate generation forecast by reward for generation and prediction [100] was tested in this paper.

In the work Stochastic operational scheduling of distributed energy resources in a large scale virtual power plant [101] a probabilistic model was used for the planning taking into account the uncertainties in the operation of a VPP.

The article Stochastic profit-based scheduling of industrial virtual power plant using the best demand response strategy [102] presented a new formulation to plan a schedule of VPPs for the following day, successfully obtaining the results of the proposed modeling.

In the article Bi-level optimal dispatch in the Virtual Power Plant considering uncertain agents number [103] a proposal of simulation based on the hierarchical control architecture was presented introducing an algorithm that solves the optimized dispatch of the improbable agents [104] aims to use stochastic optimization to investigate the optimal bidding strategy for a PPP that uses CHP to compensate for uncertainties regarding RES-based electricity generation and price Marketplace.

Demand Forecasting in the Smart Grid Paradigm: Features and Challenges [105] accuses a key point in the issue of uncertainties that is the prediction of the generations’ profiles and demands.

VPPs with wind power, photovoltaic generation and combined heat and power plants, as well as flexible demands were modeled and concluded that self-supply VPPs can achieve very high rates of self-sufficiency in the local load supply, which makes them much less exposed to sudden price changes [106].

The article Review of real-time electricity markets for integrating Distributed Energy Resources and Demand Response [107] provides an analysis of the advances in North America, Australia and Europe, focusing on market architectures and incentive policies for integration.

In the work Risk-based profit allocation to DERs integrated with the virtual power plant using Cooperative Game theory [108] used a new stochastic programming approach using Nucleolus and Shapley value methods such as cooperative approaches to game theory.

The design of a risk-hedging tool for virtual power plants via robust optimization approach [109] provides a technique for exploring an effective decision-making tool for daily and weekly self-planning of VPPs with the proposed algorithm.

Potential analysis [110] proved to be feasible to have as an additional potential reserve of control as necessary in the use of VPPs to compensate for intermittent generators.

A presentation of an optimization algorithm uses a mixed integer linear programming model in order to improve the capacity of a virtual power plant (VPP) to reduce the error of unbalance of renewable generators [111].

An investigation of control strategies for portfolio aggregation in the energy market and the devices will be manageable by a VPP where it ensures that the services sold by the aggregator to the energy regulator market are effectively delivered [112] is presented in this paper.

An adaptive load dispatching and forecasting strategy for a virtual power plant including renewable energy conversion units [113] presents these sources combined with those of safe energy in a hybrid combination to ensure demand security through a VPP.
In order to create an active power control strategy for a centralized VPP, the article clarifies this issue [114].

[109] prepares the dispatch of energy equivalent to the possible loss of the largest injection of one of the sources of the VPP to the rest of its sources and with this technique allows the operators of VPP provide strong capacity and effectively participate in the energy market.

A methodology presented that considers the joint dispatch which contemplates the probability of actually using the reservation and distribution network constraints [116].

[15] it is proposed to use IEC / ISO 62264 standards for microgrids and VPPs. In this paper, we propose the use of IEC / ISO 62264 standards for microgrids and VPPs.

A stochastic model for the analysis of the scheduling of operations in VPPs and the uncertainties in the prediction of heat demand are considered via scenarios [117].

[118] presents the development of an algorithm with a two-stage stochastic integer linear programming to have the maximum expected profit of a VPP operator.

Some possible configurations of VPP that could be created on the island [119] since it is a very suitable place for simulation and exploration of new technologies for power generation and energy storage.

An energy management model for a VPP is analyzed through a case study for the state of California with real data [120].

The uncertainties in prices and generation sources for a bid with greater optimization of a VPP in the electricity market of the following day is discussed try application in a system of 18 buses.

In article [122] VPP is cited when the fuel cell operates independently of the heating demand profile of the household. Instead, the control strategy takes into account only the electricity prices and, regardless of the need to heat the home, determines whether the fuel cell should work or not.

A linear schedule of stochastic mixed integer two-stage integers that maximizes the expected profit from VPP and considers that most of the trading takes place in the next day market [123] has been tabled.

The paper titled Virtual power plant mid-term dispatch optimization [124] shows a model with VPP operation planning with the proposal of a stochastic stock-based conservative offer strategy.

In article [125] it works with a hypothetical scenario that operated together with a VPP indicate that the reduction of wind variability was achieved.

VPP was inserted to support a strategy in the rational use of these and other supply systems.

Exploring the Value of Flexibility: The Smart Grid Discussion [127] presents two distinct operating strategies for a VPP.

The relevance of the correct sizing of energy storage capacity within a VPP structure in order to have the highest gain and optimization [128] is very important according to the authors.

The developments that occurred in a project where he developed mathematical formulations solved by non-linear programming techniques [129] were presented.

[130] exhibits a solution using standards-based power system communication and algorithms for VPP control with enhanced optimization.

In the article Decentralised optimization of cogeneration in virtual power plants [131] an optimization methodology was implemented with algorithm based on mixed integer linear programming.

In the work Improved Heat Demand Prediction of Individual Households [132] VPP is cited as an option to maximize the energy efficiency of the current power grid.

A review of the auction structures that receive VPPs began in 2001 [133] and it was observed that the aspects differ between the various auctions.

In article [134] the main objective is to reduce the cost of operating a VPP with the same quality of system energy.

Recently an article [135] has appeared that presents an internal and external perspective of the system where it interprets its participation in the market of electricity and clarifies the concept of how the role of a VPP will play in the future of the energy system.
[136] applied this protocol and verifying the quality of the service taking into account several parameters such as security, latency, loss of packets among others in the public infrastructure of the Internet.

Uncertainties of virtual power plant: Problems and countermeasures [137] developed an optimal algorithm that addresses 3 of the main uncertainty factors of a VPP.

The [138] aims to model the commercialization of electricity between a VPP and its participants. In [139] he presents in his work that 59% of the works in VPPs are simulations and that only 2% are real projects implemented, one notices how new this technology is and that the great majority of the works are focused on simulation or small prototypes.

Understanding how much each unit of electricity produced by each type of technology can change the price of electricity for the development of strategies [140] are challenges described in that article.

Presentation of wind power, solar energy and energy storage modes with model and the typical scenarios of operation of a VPP [141].

[142] developed and presented an algorithm that divides the decision area of a VPP, with reduction of variables. In the article The Virtual Power Plant Architecture for the Demand-Side Management of Smart Prosumers [143] a general mixed linear linear programming (MILP) model was applied.

A decentralized two-stage stochastic dispatch model [144] is proposed based on the synchronous alternate direction multiplier method for a distribution system with multiple VPPs.

In a Multiple Objective Compromised Method for Power Management in Virtual Power Plants [145] it presents an optimization model of VPP operations through a multi-objective optimization algorithm.

An integer mixed nonlinear programming with intertemporal constraints with optimal dispatch strategy to obtain the expected maximum profit under some floating parameters [146] is developed for a PPV.

In the article The Optimal Dispatch of the Power System Containing Virtual Power Plants under Fog and Haze Weather [147] a model was used to predict the production and the photovoltaic load taking into account the climate.

A framework for managing different types of resources relevant to power management for VPP, given the great complexity and variety of resources and the need for collaboration between systems in different domains [148] is worked out in this article.

The application of a model with the advantages of lower communication costs and greater robustness of the system was applied [149]. Another contribution through discussion of VPP when explaining about the facilitators of the system, which include ICT and SG is presented by the authors [150].

The work Aggregation Potentials for Buildings - Business Models of Demand Response and Virtual Power Plants [151] presents the development of some negotiation models for market share of electricity.

In the two-stage Coordinated Operational Strategy for Distributed Energy Resources, Considering Wind Power Curtailment Penalty Cost [152] presents an optimal scheduling model for PPV participating in markets and with risk aversion and levels of uncertainty and with it effectively assisting in integration by reducing the cost of risk aversion.

In A Remedial Strategic Scheduling Model for Load Serving Entities Considering the Interaction between Grid-Level Energy Storage and Virtual Power Plants [153] has developed a strategic schedule for daily profit based on a two-level optimization model.

The work presented a proposed model that aims to maximize the profitability of the project, and to develop a new model for the use of renewable energy, operational risk.

A simulation methodology with the potential of this system to provide aggregate storage when combined in a VPP [155] with electric vehicles.

There are basic components of a VPP that are presented in the work [156] as the uncertainties of photovoltaic generation, wind and demand side response.
A key point of discussion and a viable reference to investors' ideal perspective through calculations using portfolio theory [157] has a discussion and the uncertainties that are the main factors affecting the system of a PPV when reduced, its capacity correspondingly.

Briefly, its concepts are presented, then probability models are introduced to address the uncertainties and, finally, demand-side load modeling [3], using mixed-line linear programming. The optimal dispatch problem of a VPP was solved in this way. Recently I was published in a congress a work that proposes a strategy of control by means of algorithm applied in a TVPP, consisted in tests in feeders of nodes of the IEEE 73 buses [158]. Another paper that drew attention in 2019 is an article that investigates residential power management with photovoltaic roofing systems as a virtual scale small-scale power plant (SSVPP) connected to the main grid [159].

Power planning and regulation of a PPV are discussed together with their uncertainties [160] with the use of demand response programs, a regulation payment mechanism based on the participation of regulatory capacity is presented.

When it comes to energy management and operation of a VPP article [161] presents a system based on the imperialist competitive algorithm for optimal energy management. Another work presents a model for the planning of a VPP [162] by scheduling systems schedules and consisting of several energy centers was presented and obtained an optimal operation in the energy networks simultaneously.

A relevant discussion that brings up the issue of electric vehicles in a PPV [163], how users could have an appropriate mixed trading strategy where they use their storage capacity for system-wide arbitrage operations and car sharing scenarios.

### 4.1. Advantages of VPPs

- Use of DERs to provide services to the distribution and transmission network;
- Losses will be reduced;
- Failures will be identified through a management system;
- Auxiliary in system voltage and frequency regulation;
- Prosumers will have economic benefits;
- Higher visibility of DER units for consideration in network operation;
- Large-scale economic integration of renewable energies while maintaining system security;
- Open energy markets for small-scale participants;
- Increase the overall efficiency of electric power;
- New business opportunities.

### 4.2. Disadvantages of VPPs

- Intertemporal dependence of generation resources;
- Regulatory frameworks should be created to promote the contribution of VPPS to the energy system;
- With the implementation of VPP some sensitive devices may present some flaws, which is the case of network protection systems due to some type of instability in the DERs, research will have to be intensified in this area;
- Possibility of hackers attacks;
- Possibility of loss of synchronism of the DER unit.

### 5. Conclusion

This paper presented a review on Virtual Power Plant where it covered almost all articles of the topic within the literature. Therefore, it can be said that in almost all simulation models of VPPs, the sharing and gathering of information form the basis of the operation and optimization of VPP.

The world still has as main source the large power plants that provide energy systems. But this situation will change due to the number of DER units increasing and the VPP having in its scope the
its integration by the VPP will have presence with a dynamic profile providing the control under the quality of generation of these resources. Its implementation could postpone new investments in transmission and distribution lines, also allowing the possibility of access and visibility in all energy markets, benefiting to optimize its position and maximize revenue opportunities, thus giving rise to economic interest in the implementation.

Each VPP system in each revised article differs in detail. There are many authors and approaches to the concept of PPV. But the central essence perseveres the same. It is concluded that the present revision can help in the development of future research in this field to open new windows for future and important investigations.

The perspective on the VPPS are the most optimistic, since it is a concept that has consistency thus becoming a viable and interesting option to integrate the DERs and prosumers in the electric energy system. System operation can benefit from the optimized use of all available capacity in the world through the use of VPPS.
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**Nomenclature:**

- AMI: advanced metering infrastructure
- ANT: actor network theory
- CHP: combined heat-and-power
- CVPP: Commercial Virtual Power Plant
- DG: Distributed Generation
- DLC: direct load control
- DR: Demand Response
- DSO: distribution system operator
- EI: Energy Internet
- GAMS: General Algebraic Modeling System
- GD: Gerações Distribuída
- ICT: Information Technology and Control
- LSVPP: large-scale VPP
- MILP: mixed linear linear programming
- NSO: national system operator
- SG: Smart Grid
- SSVPP: small-scale power plant
- TVPP: Technical Virtual Power Plant
- VPP: Virtual Power Plant
- VU: Virtual Utility
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